ST.LAWRENCE ACADEMY, SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
S.4 HOLIDAY WORK FOR TERM 1 2020
PHYSICS
1.a) Describe a simple experiment to show the existence of surface tension in water. (04)
b) A solution is made by dissolving 1cm3 of cooking oil in 199cm3 of methanol. When
0.004cm3 of the solution is dropped on the surface of water, an oil film of diameter 12cm
is obtained.
i) Estimate the thickness of a molecule of oil. (04)
ii) State any assumptions made in (03)
c) Smoke confined in an illuminated cell is studied through a microscope.
i) State what is observed. (02)
ii) What conclusions can be drawn from the above observation? (03)
2a) Define the following terms as applied to motion;
i) Displacement.
(01)
ii) Acceleration.
(01)
b) A car was uniformly accelerated from rest at a rate of 2ms-2 for 15s. It then maintained
this velocity for 10s before being retarded to rest after a further 5s.
i) Find the maximum velocity attained by the car. (03)
ii) Sketch a velocity-time graph for the motion of the car. (02)
iii) Calculate the total distance traveled by the car. (04)
c) Explain what happens to a ball bearing when dropped in oil in a tall jar. (05)
END
S.4 COMPUTER STUDIES
INSTRUCTIONS
Attempt all questions (20 Marks)

1.
2.
3.
4.
(i)

Explain any five jobs that have been replaced as a result of computer use.
Explain any five computer-based trends.
Give and explain any Five computer error alerts or messages that may pop up on screen.
(a) Identify the computer ports above from the list below
(03 marks)
(ii)

(iii)

5. During a computer ICT practical, Mary complained about her Keyboard which stopped
working. Identify any five troubleshooting techniques that would be employed to have
the keyboard work again.
END
CHEMISTRY
Instructions: attempt all questions.
1. (a) (i) Describe how you would obtain a sample of sugar crystals from sugar cane.
(ii) Name the materials left over from sugar processing and mention two uses of each
(iii) State two uses of sugar in the world of the sick.
(iv) Name any other plant other than sugar cane from which sugar may be obtained.

(b)

Concentrated sulphuric acid was added to sugar.
(i)

What was observed?

(ii)

What name is given to the reaction that took place?

(iii)

How would you convert sugar to alcohol (ethanol)?

(iv) Why is ethanol important to society?
(c)

A mass of 3.10 g of an organic compound X that contains carbon,
Hydrogen and oxygen atoms only produced 4.40 g of carbon dioxide and 2.70g of
water on complete combustion. Determine the empirical formula of X.

S4 HISTORY 1 (EAST AFRICA)
Attempt all questions
1. a) What factors contributed to the growth of nationalism in Kenya between 1939 and
1952?
(13 marks)
b) What problems did the Kenyan Nationalists face?
(12 marks)
2. a) What led to the formation of political parties in East Africa
(13marks)
b) What were the roles/achievements political parties in East Africa

(12 marks)

HISTORY 4 (SOUTH AFRICA)
Attempt all questions
1. (a) Why were the Bantu home lands created in South Africa during the first part of the
20th century?
(13 marks)

b) What were the effects of the creation of Bantu home lands on the people of South
Africa?
(12 marks)
2. (a) what were the causes of the Soweto uprising in 1976
(13 marks)
(b) What were the effects of the uprising

(12 marks)

ENGLISH HOLIDAY WORK TERM l 2020
S.4 PAPER 2
INSTRUCTIONS
Attempt all questions
1. Read the following passage carefully.
We went down and found the deadly bullock in the coffee plantation, as Nicols had told me; it
had hardly been touched by lions. Their spoor was deep and clear in the soft ground; two big
lions had been there in the night. It was easy to follow through the plantation and up to Ali's
house, but by the time we came there it had rained so heavily that it was difficult to see anything
and in the grass and the bush at the edge of wood we lost track.
''What do you think, Moses?'' I asked him. ''Will they come back tonight?''
Moses had a great experience with lions. He said they would come back early in the night to
finish the meat, and that we ought to give them time to settle down on it, and go down to the
field ourselves at nine o'clock. We would have to use an electric torch from his safari outfit, to
shoot by, and he gave me the choice of the roles, but I would rather let him shoot while I hold the
torch for him
In order that we might find our way up to the dead ox in the dark, we cut up strips of paper and
fastened them on the rows of coffee-trees between which we mean to walk, marking our way in
the manner Hazel and Gretel with their little white stones. It would take us straight to kill, and at
the end of it, twenty yards from the carcass, we tied a large piece of paper to the tree, for here we
could stop, sweep the light on a shoot. Late in the afternoon, when we took out the torch to try it,
we found that the batteries had been running down and that the light it gave was only faint. There
was no time to waste in Nairobi now; so we had to make the best of it as it was.
It was the day before Moses' birthday, and while we dined, he was in a melancholic mood,
reflecting that he had enough out of life till now. But something, I consoled him, might still
happen to him before his birthday morning. I told Allan to get out a bottle of wine to be ready for
us when we should come back; I kept on thinking of the lions, where would they be now, at this
moment? Were they crossing the river, slowly, silently, the one in front of the other, the gentle
cold flow of river turning their chests and flanks?
At this sight, a great wave of triumph and pride in my people swept through me. I thought of
King Solomon, who says: 'The slothful man saith, there is a lion in the way, a lion in the street,'
Here were two lions just outside their door, but my school- children were not slothful and had
not let the lions keep them from school.

We found our narked two rows of coffee-trees, paused a moment and proceeded up between
them, one in front of the other. We had moccasins on and walked silently. I began to shake and
tremble with excitement. I dared not come too come too near to Moses for fear that he might feel
it and send me back, but I dared not keep too far away from him either, for he might need my
torch light any moment.
The lions, we found afterwards, had been on the kill. When they heard, or smelt us, they had
walked off it a little way into the coffee-field to let us pass. Probably because they thought that
we were passing too slowly, one of them gave a very low hoarse growl, in front and to the right
of us. It was so low that we were not even sure that we had heard it. Moses stopped a second;
without turning he asked me: ''did you hear?'' ''Yes,'' I said
(Adapted from: Out of Africa by Karen Bixen)
Answer the questions that follow by selecting the best alternative.
1) The writer knew that the lions had been to the coffee plantation where the dead bullock lay
because:
A. it was partly eaten.
B. Nicols had already given her the details of the incident.
C. their track was clearly imprinted on the soil ground.
D. lt's the lion’s habit to kill an animal, disappear from the scene and visit the kill later.
2) Which of the following statements is true about the plant to shoot the lions?
A. The lions would be shot at nine o'clock in the morning.
B. The lions would be shot using a torch.
C. The torch would be held by Moses.
D. The lions would be shot by Moses
3) Moses felt sad that afternoon because he
A. Had a melancholy disposition.
B. Was away from home on the eve of his birthday.
C. Was not satisfied with what he had achieved in life
D. Faced a dangerous ordeal that evening.
4) In paragraph seven, why does the writer feel a great wave of triumph and pride in her people
sweep through her? Because
A. Her people had a beautiful moon-lit country
B. Her people had a well-lit school.
C. Despite the lions in her neighborhood, the children had still gone to school.

D. Despite what the slothful man said, they still went to hunt the lions
5) How did Moses and the writer know where the lions were? They
A. Smell the lions.
B. Saw the lions shaking and trembling.
C. Heard the lions growl.
D. Found the lions on the kill.
2A. Rewrite as instructed and do not change the meaning.
1) Do you know the departure time of the Mbarara bus?
(Replace: "departure" with depart)
2) His obvious desire to help impressed me (Begin: What......)
3) He recovered from his cold quickly. There was no need for him to see a doctor. (Rewrite as
one sentence. Use..........so.....needn't...........)
4) "Will Allen be able to come home on Easter?" asked his youngest sister.(Rewrite without
inverted commas.)
5) The second cake she baked was even less successful than the first when it came out of the
oven.
(Rewrite to finish...............as the first.)
6) It rained at lunch time but Sports Day was a great success.
(Begin: In spite of ......)
7) I do not go out very often.
(Begin: I seldom... )
8) The boy is three years younger than I am. You see him across the road.
(Join using, whom )
9) All you needed to do was to keep quiet. He would not have found you out.
(Rewrite as one sentence using: If only )
10) It is not my fault that we failed.
(Begin: I am not responsible... )
2B.Circle the best alternative
1)I.............. the play if only I had known about it at the time.
A. Liked to have seen

B. Should like to have seen
C. Should like to see
D. would have liked to see
2) Jane always takes an extra pen with her............ she runs of ink.
A. In case if
B. In case
C. If in case
D. In case not
3) The building collapsed as its..................was weak.
A. Bottom
B. Base
C. Floor
D. Foundation
4) The police force is always alert in..................crime
A. Shutting
B. Prohibiting
C. Preventing
D. Arresting
5) It was his most.....................deed, to dive into the water and save the child.
A. Heroic
B. Silly
C. Daring
D. Extraordinary
6) The water was very................and we couldn't swim easily.
A. Shallow
B. Space
C. Deep
D. Infectious
7) In no time people get fed...................a tyrant ruler.

A. Down with
B. Up with
C. Across with
D. Fully with
8) I was not sure...........
A. Whose party was he supporting?
B. Of whose party he was supporting.
C. Whose party he was supporting.
D. The party of which was he supporting.
9)"I'm afraid he is not home “Give the corresponding question
A. Have you seen Juma?
B. Can I see Juma,please!?
C. Is anyone at home?
D. How is Juma?
10).The boat capsized and several of us only narrowly escaped
A) Drowning
B) To drown
C) Be drowned
D) Being drowned
CRE
Instructions: Answer all questions.
1. (a) Show the importance of prayer as one way of searching for God today.
(b) Why does God reject peoples’ Prayers some times?
2. (a) Explain the reasons why a Christian should involve in business.
(b) How Christianity integrated some of the African cultures.
End.
BIOLOGY
INSTRUCTIONS: ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS
1. Describe the sexual reproduction in a rhizopus.(10 marks)
2. Describe what happens after pollination in a flower.(10 marks)

(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)

GEOGRAPHY 273/2
Answer one question.
1. (a) draw a sketch map of Africa and on it m1ark and name:
(i)
Rivers: orange, Zambezi and Volta,
(ii)
Strait of Gibraltar and Mozambique channel,
(iii)
Urban centers: Pretoria, Luanda and Lagos.
(b)
Describe the factors which have led to the development of urban centers in
Africa. (7marks)
(c)
Using specific examples, explain the effects of urbanization on the environment
in Africa
(d)
Outline the steps which have been taken to solve the problems resulting from
urbanization in any one country in Africa. (4marks)
2. Study the table below showing the bland use in Germany and answer the questions that
follow:

Land use type
Recreation

Land area in (km2)
3213

Farming
Woods and forests
Buildings and open spaces
Transport
Others
Total

189221
106392
23920
17494
8568
348,808

(a) Draw a bar graph to show the relative importance of land use types shown in the table
above. (08marks)
(b) Identify:
(i)
The dominant type of land use in Germany,
(ii)
Any two forested areas in Germany. (3marks)
(c) Describe the characteristics of forest named in (b) above (6marks)
(d) Explain the problems:
(i)
Facing the forest sector in Germany,
(ii)
Created by forest exploitation in Germany. (8marks)
END

MATHS 2020
1.

In the figure below, OA = a and OB = b.

(a)

Express BA in terms of a and b.

(b)

If X is the mid-point of BA, show that OX = 21 (a + b).

(c)

Given that OC = 3a, express BC in terms of a and b.

(d)

Given that BY = mBC, express OY in terms of a, b, m.

2. The figure below shows a cuboid with sides 𝐴𝑃 = 10 𝑐𝑚, 𝐴𝐵 = 20𝑐𝑚 and
𝐵𝐶 = 8 𝑐𝑚. The points 𝐾, 𝐿, 𝑀 and 𝑁 are the midpoints of 𝐴𝐷, 𝐴𝐵, 𝑃𝑄 and 𝑃𝑆
respectively.
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a) Calculate |𝐾𝐿|

A

L

B

b) Calculate the angles between the faces 𝐴𝐵𝑄𝑃 and the plane 𝐾𝐿𝑀𝑁.(4marks)
c) Point 𝑂 is the point of intersection of the diagonals 𝐴𝐶 and𝐵𝐷. Calculate |𝑅𝑂|.

S.4 Literature holiday work.
Term one 2020
Instructions: Attempt both questions

NIKOLAI GOGOL: The Government Inspector
1. Show with illustrations how the play, The Government Inspector is similar to the Ugandan
society( 20 marks)

LAURY LAWRENCE OCEN: The Alien Woman
2. What qualities make Margaret a unique and admirable character? (20marks)

FINE ART

612/1 Attempt all questions
1. a) Explain the elements of art and design
b) Give the uses of the principles of art
2. a) What is weaving
b) Give the different types of weaves.

(10 marks)
(6 marks)
(4 marks)
(10 marks)

3.a) What is colour

(2 marks)

b) Give the sources of colour

(4 marks)

c) Explain the characteristics of colour

(6 marks)

4. a) Explain the characteristics of clay
b) How can clay be tested for effective use
5.a) Give the differences between collage and mosaic
b) Explain the process of making a montage

(10 marks)
8 marks
.

(4 marks)
(6 marks)

612/2 Attempt one alternative
•

Draw from a basin full of shoes.

•

Make a study or studies of a warsp
612/3

A model in a hood jumper is seated on an armed chair rests both hands on the chair surpports.
612/4
Make a pictorial composition in colour from one of the topics below
•

Dogs fighting for a bone

•

Fighting for a bull

•

At sunset in the city

•

At the village well

•

Very busy

612/5
In an area of 25cm x 30cm design a poster sensitizing the public about the outbreak of malaria.

